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Abstract
We refine a previous zeroth order analysis of the nuclear properties of a super-
symmetric (susy) universe with standard model particle content plus degenerate susy
partners. No assumptions are made concerning the Higgs structure except we assume
that the degenerate fermion/sfermion masses are non-zero. This alternate universe has
been dubbed Susyria and it has been proposed that such a world may exist with zero
vacuum energy in the string landscape.
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1 Introduction: Susyria Revisited
Since the observation [1] that the evolution of intelligent life requires a low vacuum energy
and the subsequent consistent experimental result, it has been of interest to ask what kind of
alternate universes might have a physics consistent with advanced life forms (ALF). Current
ideas based on the string landscape [3, 2, 4, 5]suggest that there are a huge number of local
minima in the effective potential that are consistent with the rise of ALF and many more
minima without the possibility of ALF. Ideally, we should one day understand the existence
of a universe with our specific vacuum energy and the history leading to it at the end of
the inflationary era. It is well known that small deformations of some individual physical
parameters [6, 7] would lead to a hopelessly toxic universe but it is not ruled out that a
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simultaneous deformation of multiple parameters could result in a complete body of physical
law friendly to ALF. An example is the weakless universe [8], whose gauge group lacks the
SU(2) of our standard model. In that paper it was shown that other parameters could be
adjusted to allow such a universe to produce and distribute the heavy elements that seem
to be essential to life. Of course, ref. [8] did not explore any subsequent requirements for the
appearance of ALF and it has been pointed out [9] that many obstacles remain before the
weakless universe could be proven hospitable to life. Thus no confirmed example has been
discovered of a substantially different physical law that is clearly consistent with ALF.
We would assume that transitions among local (or absolute) minima in the string land-
scape would, as in Lagrangian Higgs models, preserve the number of degrees of freedom while
readjusting masses. Thus all possible universes connected to ours by a possible vacuum decay
should contain at least the equivalent of our standard model particles. It is, therefore, not
clear how or whether the anti-DeSitter universe of the ADS/CFT correspondence [10] and
the metastable models of ref. [11] are related to our universe by a possible phase transition.
We have previously suggested [12] that a prime example of an alternate universe would
be Susyria, an exactly supersymmetric universe similar to the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) with soft parameters turned off and, presumably, with an extended
Higgs structure [13] so that particles would have non-zero masses in the susy phase. The
last requirement would be essential if electromagnetic bound states (atoms) are to occur.
Thus we explore what minimal properties Susyria would have to have to allow the rise of
supersymmetric life. This is not to say that other sterile susy universes (Susalia) do not
exist.
A natural property of Susyria is a vanishing vacuum energy so that the jump into it from
our positive vacuum energy universe is much more probable than the opposite transition
from the exact susy state to our broken susy universe. There may, however, be an anthropic
argument that the universe could not have fallen directly into the susy phase at the end of
the inflationary era. The de-tuning of the triple alpha coincidence as discussed below would
probably have precluded the formation of long-lived stars essential to ALF. On the other
hand, we ask whether, given a prior evolution of stars and planets in the broken susy phase,
ALF could re-establish themselves following a transition to the supersymmetric phase.
We have shown previously that, given a small nuclear bound state of degenerate nucleons
and snucleons, atoms will form and both ionic and covalent molecular bound states will exist
[14, 15]. It remains to determine which nuclear isotopes are present in a susy world. A zeroth
order answer to this question was given in ref. [12] and the purpose of this note is to refine
that analysis.
2 Elements of Snuclear Physics
As in ref. [12] we begin with the semi-empirical mass formula for nuclear states of Z protons,
N neutrons, and a total of A nucleons. The masses of standard nuclei can be fit to great
precision by a sum of a volume coefficient, aV , a surface coefficient, aS, a Coulomb coefficient,
2
aC , an asymmetry coefficient, aA, and an alternating term proportional to δ encoding the
preference for even numbers of neutrons and protons.
M(Z,A) = mN N +mP Z − aV A+ aS A2/3+aC
Z2
A1/3
+ aA
(N − Z)2
A
+δ
cos(pi Z) cos2(pi A/2)√
A
(2.1)
An excellent fit to hundreds of nuclear masses is defined by the coefficients
aV =15.67MeV
aS =17.23MeV
aC =0.714MeV (2.2)
aA =23.3MeV
δ = −11.5MeV
If a nucleus is overtaken by a susy bubble, pairs of identical fermions trapped in high energy
levels by the Pauli Principle will convert in pairs to their degenerate bosonic partners due
to gluino exchange. Then, being insensitive to the Pauli Principle, these will drop into the
ground state emitting a gamma ray burst. The analogous process via photino exchange in
a degenerate electron gas has been treated in ref. [16]. If the nucleus is surrounded by a
degenerate electron gas as in a white dwarf star, only the resulting photons below the Fermi
energy of the gas will readily escape. This is in qualitative agreement with the energy of the
gamma ray burst photons. Afterwards, nuclear reactions among nuclei with bosonic con-
stituents will provide new sources of energy which could extend stellar lifetimes or facilitate
stellar explosions [17].
The final state nuclei will be essentially free of the Pauli Principle. This is one of the
most prominent features of a susy nucleus. We can ask how the semi-empirical mass formula
might be changed by the effective absence of the Pauli Principle. In ref. [12] we assumed
that the asymmetry term was totally due to the exclusion principle and would therefore be
absent in a susy nucleus. We also set the δ term to its minimum as in an even-even nucleus.
To lowest order we would expect the coupling strengths to remain approximately unaffected
by the susy transition. Without the asymmetry term, the resulting nuclear formula implied
that a very large neutron number would be required to stabilize nuclei of medium to high
atomic number. For example, the lightest isotope of oxygen would then be O209. In the
spirit of pursuing the possibilitties that would maximize the likelihood of the evolution of
ALF in an alternate universe as was done in the weakless example, we assume in this paper
that the nuclear masses in our world result from some potential energy terms and the δ term
plus a kinetic energy piece given, at least for moderate to large atomic weight, by the Fermi
gas model. That is, we write
M(Z,A) = mN N +mP Z − a˜V A+aS A2/3 + aC Z
2
A1/3
+ a˜A
(N − Z)2
A
+δ
cos(pi Z) cos2(pi A/2).√
A
+ EP . (2.3)
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The Pauli energy in the Fermi gas model is
EP=
3A (h¯ c)2
20MN R
2
0
(9pi/8)2/3 ·
[
(2Z/A)5/3 + (2(A− Z)/A)5/3
]
≈20.0MeV A
2
[
(2Z/A)5/3 + (2(A− Z)/A)5/3
]
(2.4)
where R0 is the nucleon size parameter 1.2 fm. The Pauli energy is minimized at fixed A
by equal numbers of neutrons and protons. Expanding EP about this symmetry point we
find an anti-binding term proportional to A and a contribution to the asymmetry term with
higher order terms negligible near the minimum.
EP = A · 20.0MeV + (Z −N)
2
A
· 11.5MeV + ... . (2.5)
The consistency between eq. 2.1 and eq. 2.3 requires
a˜V=aV + 20.0MeV = 35.6MeV (2.6)
a˜A=aA − 11.1MeV = 12.2MeV (2.7)
The terms in eq. 2.3 that are clearly due to the Pauli Principle are the δ term above its
minimum and the EP term. If we discard these the suggested ground state mass for a susy
nucleus of atomic number Z and atomic weight A is
Ms(Z,A) = mN N +mP Z − a˜V A+ aS A2/3 + aC
Z2
A1/3
+ a˜A
(N − Z)2
A
− 11.5MeV
A1/2
.(2.8)
Taking the Coulomb coefficient, aC to be the same as in the standard model is equivalent
to the assumption that the nuclear radius is still approximately R0A
1/3. This, in turn,
requires that the susy nucleons have approximately the same radius as in our world and the
susy nucleons are subject to a hard core potential. The nucleon radius is a result of QCD
and should be approximately the same for scalar nucleons in a susy universe. Hard core
nuclear potentials have long been found necessary even in helium, where all the nucleons
are in the ground state unaffected by the Pauli Principle [18]. Bosonic nucleons will still be
subject to the repulsive effect of the scalar σ exchange while binding will come not from pion
exchange but from heavier resonances. Clearly, our assumption here of the same dependence
of nuclear radius on atomic weight for scalar as for fermionic nucleons is only a preliminary
approximation tolerable for now only because of the smallness of the Coulomb term.
Accepting the mass formula of eq. 2.8 for susy nuclei, stability against beta decay requires:
Ms(Z,A) < Ms(Z + 1, A) +me (2.9)
or
2Z + 1 > Aη (2.10)
where
η =
4 a˜A +mN −mP −me
4 a˜A + aC A2/3
. (2.11)
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Similarly stability against K capture, which also implies stability against β+ decay, requires:
2Z − 1 < Aη . (2.12)
Thus the nucleus (Z,A) is stable against weak interactions if
− 1 + Aη < 2Z < 1 + Aη . (2.13)
Stability against α decays requires
Ms(Z,A) < Ms(Z − 2, A− 4) +mα . (2.14)
The mass formula suggests this is always satisfied so there is no α decay expected for susy
nuclei. This conclusion holds whether one uses the mass formula value or the experimental
value formα. The latter value is lower than the former for normal helium and this is expected
to be also the case for susy helium since all the nucleons are in their ground state.
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Figure 1: Stable susy nuclei in the Z,A plane
Eq. 2.13 implies that the stable nuclei have a unique Z for each A although several
isotopes of each element can exist (multiple A for each Z).
Z = int(
1 + Aη
2
) (2.15)
where int(x) is the highest integer less than or equal to x. The stable nuclei are shown in
fig. 1. Typically, for given A, stable nuclei have lower Z than the most stable nuclei in the
standard model. Although C12 is stable, the lightest isotope of oxygen has A = 17 and the
lightest isotope of uranium has A = 298.
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As a corollary of the alpha stability of susy nuclei, the mass formula implies that alpha
absorption leads to arbitrary production of high mass nuclei limited only by Coulomb barrier
for high Z. An approximately constant energy release of about 80 MeV occurs with each
alpha absorption. In the susy triple alpha process 3α→ C12, 241 MeV is released to compare
with 0.47 MeV in the standard model. In addition, the intermediate Be8 is stable according
to the susy mass formula. This process would, therefore, occur explosively given an adequate
supply of alpha particles such as existed in the early universe. Since the fine tuning of the
triple alpha process is known to be anthropically essential in the standard model, it seems
likely that intelligent life would not have arisen if the universe had fallen directly into the
susy minimum at the end of the inflationary era.
3 Conclusion
String landscape ideas provide an incentive to investigate the properties of alternative uni-
verses that could occur in the future due to vacuum decay or that might exist already in
disconnected pieces of the multiverse. Experimental clues that we might be living in a uni-
verse of broken supersymmetry make the investigation of an exactly supersymmetric phase
of particular interest. The theoretical study of this potential universe could also suggest
questions about the forces active in our own universe. In the case at hand, the question
arises whether the hard core potential seen in nuclear models and the asymmetry term in
the semi-empirical mass formula are solely due to the Pauli Principle. If so there would
be an extreme preference for sneutron rich nuclei in the susy world [12]. The alternative
discussed here based on the Fermi gas model is that part of the asymmetry term is due to
strong-electromagnetic interference or to other effects beside the Pauli Principle. For sim-
plicity we assume that the common fermion/sfermion masses in the susy phase are the same
as the fermion masses in the broken susy phase. The effects of alternative assumptions could
be investigated.
In the standard model, the strong interaction is isospin invariant leading to terms in the
nuclear mass formula that depend only on the total number of nucleons A = N + Z. The
electromagnetic interaction leads to a term proportional to the square of the proton number
Z. Phenomenologically, an anti-binding asymmetry term proportional to (Z − N)2/A and
an alternating δ term are also needed to fit nuclear masses. It is tempting to attribute these
effective isospin violating effects to the Pauli Principle which separately affects protons and
neutrons. Although this is a possibility, the Fermi gas model, which should encode the effects
of the Pauli Principle at least for moderate to large nucleon number, only accounts for about
one half of the needed asymmetry term. It is not clear whether such a large departure could
be due to a modification of the square well potential.
In this paper, therefore, we have assumed that there is a contribution to the asymmetry
term that is not related to the Pauli Principle. This could come from interference terms
involving both strong and electromagnetic interactions or to new interactions beyond the
standard model that distinguish between up and down quarks. In this context it is interesting
to note the standing puzzle of why the neutron is heavier than the proton while second and
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third generation fermions have up-type partners heavier than down-type. At present the
fermion masses are fixed by a juggling of free parameters.
If a nucleus is overtaken by a susy bubble, the nucleons and snucleons will become mass
degenerate and the availability of a pair conversion interaction [16] will result in all particles
falling into the ground state with at most two of them remaining fermionic. This collapse of
the Pauli tower will leave only the potential energy terms as given in eq. 2.8. The suggestion,
therefore, is that in a susy nucleus the dominant potential binding term proportional to A
would be significantly stronger than in our world and the asymmetry term proportional to
(Z −N)2/A would be significantly weaker but still non-zero.
The non-zero asymmetry term will moderate the sneutron excess found necessary in
ref. [12] for the stabilization of high Z nuclei. As a result, if a susy bubble were to engulf
an earth-like planet, common elements up to U(238) would decay down to iridium (Z = 77)
and below whereas without a Pauli-independent asymmetry term these would decay down to
oxygen and below as discussed in ref. [12]. The variational principle calculations of refs. [14]
and [15] imply that atoms and a wide variety of ionic and covalent molecules would then form
suggesting the possibility that advanced life forms could evolve after the susy transition.
Although no direct experimental confirmation of the existence of a life supporting super-
symmetric minimum is possible, encouraging signs would be the discovery at accelerators of
a broken susy with a singlet extended Higgs structure. Although the exact susy world is not
our current universe, some physics-based thought about its properties should be tolerated
as long as string landscape ideas are entertained.
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